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Turning leaf and swinging gates

LEGI gate system Klassik

Our were developed to meet the enormous security require-
ments in public areas, commerce, industry and in special secu-
rity areas. The design of the adjustable gate hinges integrated 
in the frame profile, the ground bolt and the lock case has no 
projecting parts and thereby ensures the greatest degree of 

safety against potential accidents. Furthermore, they fulfil the 
against intruders as the lock is secured against intruders on 
the outside by a welded stop bar and the bolts of the adjustable 
gate hinges are not accessible from the outside to break open 
the gate. 

Gate posts made of 
boxsection teel to match 
the size of the gate, with 
welded, flush headplate. 
Fence attachments can be 
provided. 

Turning leaves made of 
boxsection steel to match 
the size of the gate, with 
mesh panels made of 30/20 
tubular steel at intervals of 
120 mm or with welded gate 
lattice panels. A serrated 
strip can be fitted at.

Gate posts / gate hinges Turning leaves

The gate hinge is integrated 
in the frame profile to pre-
vent accidents and can only 
be adjusted from the inside.

Gate opening angle up to 
135 degrees (standard) or 
180 degrees.

The good workmanship combined with extreme protec-
tion against corrosion make our gates remarkable and 
always functional driveway or pathway barriers. The 
one, two or three-leaf gates are constructed in heights 
of up to 4000 mm. The individual leaves are up to 6000 
mm in width.

inside outside

www.legi.de



The high-quality gate for the high-quality fence

LEGI gate Klassik with security fence

LEGI ground bolt

LEGI gate Klassik - 2 leaves LEGI trellis systems 
We supply the suitable trellises for all gates. Just consult your
dealer, who will advise you competently.

LEGI gate system Klassik

Gate accessories
 profile cylinders with three keys
 eelectric gate openers
 gate stops
 equipment for intercoms, bell buttons or 

letter boxes possible

LEGI swinging gate Our ground bolts are integrated in the frame to prevent 
accidents and can only be operated when the gate is open. 
They can be locked with a profile cylinder lock on request. 
Clip-in cylinder lock, galvanised, without profile cylinder, with 
VA faceplate and anodised handles and rosettes.  

LEGI swinging gates, 
which we developed for special situations such as children‘s 
playgrounds, swing without a spring. The special gate hinge, 
held in an oil bath, permits the swinging leaf to open by ap-
prox. 90 degrees and the leaf closes automatically to its initial  
position. The oil bath has a damping effect on all movements. 

Klassik-Tor mit Zaunsystem R-L.Q2 uno RSecurity fence LEGI R uno with grilles R-L.Q2



Possible gate heightsCorrosion Protection (LKS)

LKS I hot-dip galvanised  DIN EN ISO 1461

LKS IV hot-dip galvanised DIN EN ISO 1461 and  powder coated

Dekra certified quality

Production with continuous 
quality control in accordance 
with DIN 9001:2008

Possible gate widths

The Klassik gates are built up to 4000 mm in height.

Special sizes on request

Per leave: up to 5.000 mm.
1, 2 or 3-section gates are possible.
Special sizes on request

LEGI GmbH
Im Meerfeld 83 - 89
47445 Moers

E-Mail: post@legi.de
Tel.: 0 28 41 / 7 89-0
Fax: 0 28 41 / 7 89-10 www.legi.de

Standard colours (SF)

SF I SF II SF III

RAL 6005
Moss green

RAL 9010
Pure white

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

RAL 6009 
Fir green

RAL 7023
Concrete grey

RAL 8014
Sepia brown

RAL 7016
Anthracite

RAL 9005
Black

RAL 3000
Fire red

RAL 7030
Stone grey

We supply more RAL 
colours upon request.

The specialist LEGI dealer in your area


